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ABSTRACT

The visualization of unsteady ows is an attractive �eld of research and texture�
based techniques seem to provide satisfactory results� In this paper we propose
a texture�based method which follows streaklines in order to produce an e�ective
visualization of time�dependent phenomena� The local vorticity of the �eld allows
to trace a number of streaklines according to the ow characteristics� in this way�
more signi�cant areas are denoted by a higher level of detail� Moreover� di�erent
colors are assigned to di�erent vorticity levels to better denote ow instabilities�

Keywords� Scienti�c visualization� unsteady ows� adaptive particle tracing� level
of detail�

� INTRODUCTION

Vector �eld data arise from computer sim�
ulations in a variety of disciplines� such
as CFD �Computational Fluid Dynamics	�
climate modeling and so on� An ade�
quate visualization is a challenging prob�
lem due to the di�culties in �nding a suit�
able graphic way to represent and display
vector data on a monitor display�

Of particular interest is the visualization
of time�dependent phenomena� in these
cases� vector data are produced for a set
of time steps� To visualize time�varying
data� two kinds of approaches can be em�
ployed
 instantaneous methods and time�

correlated methods� By the �rst approach�
each time step is considered separately
from the others and a graphical icon rep�
resenting the vector �eld is produced� The
discrete time steps are animated together
to obtain the resulting visualization se�
quence� Time�correlated methods com�
pute a graphical icon for each frame con�
sidering the correlation of the current time
step with the previous ones�

Instantaneous methods are mainly based
on streamlines which represent �eld lines
envelopes of the tangents to the vector
�eld at a given time level� Unfortunately�
these techniques often su�er of lacking of
temporal coherence between frames since



the streamlines shown at a given instance
in time do not correspond to the paths
that the particles have traveled inside an
unsteady ow �eld�

Time�correlated methods can overcome
this problem� In this paper we propose a
technique which follows particle traces �in
particular streaklines	 in order to produce
a texture for each time step of an anima�
tion� A di�erent number of streaklines is
traced according to the local vorticity of
the ow �eld� a larger number of traces is
displayed for the areas where higher veloc�
ity gradients exist� while a smaller num�
ber of streaklines is traced where the ow
is smoother� Moreover� each particle of a
streakline is denoted by a color depending
on the local vorticity intensity of the area
where the particle is placed�

A set of insertion points �an insertion
point is a location from where the par�
ticles are released	 will correspond to a
set of pixels on the output texture� The
insertion points are kept constant for all
time steps� and at each step a new par�
ticle is released from a location� In the
meanwhile� the positions of the previously
emitted particles are updated� In this way�
each frame of the animation maintains the
coherence with the previous ones and the
resulting sequence can e�ectively show the
evolution of the �eld in time�

In order to guarantee a minimum level of
details in each area of the resulting image�
the streaklines starting from a subset of
insertion points are traced independently
of the vorticity values� On the other hand�
the particles released from the other inser�
tion points will a�ect the output texture
only in the event they are placed in �eld
zones where the vorticity is greater than a
threshold set from the user� In this way�
the user can tune the magnitude of the
ow �eld details to be displayed�

The paper is organized as follows
 main

visualization techniques are reviewed in
section �� goals and ideas of the proposed
paper are outlined in section �� and the al�
gorithm is shown in the details in section
�� Finally� two examples are presented in
section � where we propose a comparison
between the proposed method and a tech�
nique following non adaptive streaklines
�Sanna��b��

� BACKGROUND

An e�ective way to visualize unsteady
ows is to compute particle traces
�Niels��a�� In steady ows streamlines
represent �eld lines envelopes of the tan�
gents to the vector �eld at a given time
level� For unsteady ows� which are of in�
terest for this paper� three types of par�
ticle traces can be computed
 pathlines

�show the trajectory of a single particle
released from an insertion point	� streak�
lines �lines joining the positions� at an in�
stant in time� of all particles released from
the same insertion point	� and timelines

�lines joining the positions of particles re�
leased at the same instant in time from
di�erent insertion points	� In an instan�
taneous ow �eld� streamlines� pathlines�
and streaklines are identical �Sa�m��a�
but it has been proved that streaklines and
timelines can visualize information not re�
vealable by pathlines for unsteady ows

�Niels��a�� �Lane��a�� and �Lane��a�� For
instance� in �Niels��a�� an example shows
as vortices behind an airfoil are visibile
by streaklines but streamlines and path�
lines are not able to denote these char�
acteristics clearly� Unfortunately� particle
tracing techniques depend critically on the
placement of the insertion points� depend�
ing on their placement details and struc�
tures in the ow �eld may be missed�

Another approach for visualizing vector
�eld data is based on texture synthesis�
In particular� the LIC �Line Integral Con�
volution	 technique revealed to be an ef�



fective and elegant method to visualize
vector �eld data �Cabra��a�� The LIC
method takes a vector �eld and a white
noise image as the input� the algorithm
performs one�dimensional convolution on
the noise image� The convolution ker�
nel follows the paths of streamlines orig�
inating from each pixel in both positive
and negative directions� The resulting
intensity values of the LIC pixels along
each streamline are strongly correlated�
and hence the directional patterns of the
ow �elds can be easily visualized� The
LIC algorithm as presented in �Cabra��a�
is applicable only to vector �elds over reg�
ular �D Cartesian grids� moreover� the
LIC shows only the direction of the ow
but not its orientation and it is not ade�
quate to visualize animation of unsteady
ows� In order to solve these drawbacks
several works have been published in the
literature� among these
 fastLIC �Stall��a�
allows to speed up the LIC of an order
of magnitude� OLIC �Oriented Line In�
tegral Convolution	 �Wegen��a� was de�
signed to show the orientation of a ow
by sparse textures� a �D LIC was pre�
sented in �Inter��a�� a fast algorithm to
display direction� orientation and mag�
nitude by dense textures was presented
in �Sanna��a�� furlike textures �Khous��a�
are used in �Khous��a�� and a parallel con�
volution algorithm based on pathlines was
proposed in �Shen��a��

In particular� in �Shen��a� has been out�
lined as all the previous techniques which
follow traces of streamlines cannot be ef�
fectively employed to visualize unsteady
ows since the approach of computing the
LIC �or an its evolution	 for each time step
and then animating the results together
may su�er of lacking temporal coherence
between animation frames�

� GOALS AND BASIC IDEAS

The problem of instantaneous methods
can be tackled following traces of path�
lines as in �Shen��a� or� more e�ec�
tively� traces of streaklines as presented
in �Sanna��b�� In this paper we pro�
pose an improvement to �Shen��a� and
�Sanna��b�� It has been experimentally
proved that streaklines can reveal ow
characteristics otherwise not detectable
by streamlines and pathlines when time�
dependent phenomena are investigated�
On the other hand� graphical icons result�
ing following streaklines may sometimes
confuse the user� In particular� streak�
lines can be confused easier than stream�
lines and the streakline orientation may be
not clear if a frame of the sequence is ana�
lyzed singularly �Sanna��b�� The analysis
of a single frame does not allow to com�
pletely evaluate the di�erences between
streaklines and streamlines since time co�
herence between frames cannot be appre�
ciated� but signi�cant di�erences can be
noted� In Fig� � a frame �belonging to a
sequence of �� time steps	 is shown for two
techniques
 the left image has been pro�
duced by following non adaptive streak�
lines while the right one by an instan�
taneous method� Although the instanta�
neous method reveals the two ow insta�
bilities �areas � and �	 it cannot well de�
pict the vorticity of the area �� Although
streaklines allow often to visualize charac�
teristics not otherwise reveleable and the
entire animation does not su�er of lack of
coherence showing magnitude and orien�
tation of the ow� the investigation of a
single frame can be di�cult�

Our goal is to overcome this problem
allowing a better understanding of ow
characteristics even if only a single frame
can be analyzed� The problem is mainly
due to the fact only in some areas should
be necessary a high level of detail� while
elsewhere a lower number of traces is suf�
�cient� To tackle this issue� the study of



Figure �
 A comparison between streaklines and streamlines�

the vector �eld can help us to detect the
areas where ow �eld contains non trivial
structures and where a larger number of
streaklines is required�

The motion of a uid is described by a vec�
tor �eld V�x� t	� representing the velocity
of the uid� The curl of the velocity is
termed vorticity ��x� t	� The importance
of the vorticity for the description and un�
derstanding of uid ows stems from its
kinematical interpretation as twice the an�
gular velocity around an in�nitesimal cir�
cle� Regions of uid in which the vortic�
ity is identically zero� are said to be ir�
rotational� and uid elements are carried
along with the ow without rotation� On
the contrary in the rotational regions the
uid elements are constrained to rotate
and are subjected to intense strains lead�
ing to complex ow structures�

For two�dimensional ows the vorticity
vector has only one component along the
direction perpendicular to the plane of the
motion� given by the relation

�z �
�v

�x
�

�u

�y
�

where �u� v	 are the velocity components
along the coordinate directions �x� y	�

In the examples under study� the main

phenomenon of interest is the mixing of
incompressible uids between two regions
characterized by a di�erent level of vortic�
ity� The vorticity is a measure of the ro�
tational movement of a uid particle� and
in our cases is the only suitable indica�
tor for locally tracking the mixing process�
The analysis of the local vorticity allows
us to adapt the number of streaklines to
local ow characteristics� moreover� di�er�
ent colors can be assigned to particles ac�
cording to vorticity values in order to ef�
fectively visualize the vortical regions�

� THE ALGORITHM

Since streaklines can better characterize
the evolution of ow �elds in time� the al�
gorithm has to be able to depict the par�
ticle traces as a texture� Moreover� a dif�
ferent level of the detail must be chosen
according to the ow �eld characteristics�
The local vorticity �see section �	 allows
to denote the areas of the �eld where a
larger number of streaklines has to be de�
picted as well as the zones where a lower
density of traces is su�cient�

In order to do this� a set of insertion points
must be selected �denoted as ins pts	�
since we produce a texture for each time



step of the ow �eld evolution� the in�
sertion points will correspond to certain
pixels of the output texture� The choice
of the seed locations must be as much as
possible uniform in order to inspect each
part of the �eld� A random positioning
of these locations can be obtained� for in�
stance� by a quasi�random Sobol distribu�
tion� At each time step a particle has to
be released from each insertion point� the
locations of the insertion points are un�
changed for all time steps since the Sobol
distribution is re�initialized�

Particle traces a�ect the output texture
only where the local vorticity is greater
than a threshold T set from the user �and
constant for all frames of the animation	�
In order to avoid that areas of the output
texture lack of any trace� the user can set
a percentage of insertion points �denoted
as fix pts	� The streaklines starting from
the fix pts will be displayed on the out�
put texture independently of the local vor�
ticities� This allows a minimum coverage�
and hence a minimum level of detail for
the whole image�

The length of the streaklines �L	 can be set
from the user �and constant for all frames
of the animation	 at the beginning of a
visualization� For each time step a new
particle is released from an insertion point�
If the streakline starting from an insertion
point is longer than L� that is at least L��
particles have been emitted� the �oldest�
particle �the particle L�� old	 is dropped�
Afterwards� the positions of the particles
previously emitted are updated according
their locations inside the vector �eld� This
means that� after an initial transitory� if
the number of insertion points is denoted
by N and the streakline length is L� the
complexity of the algorithm is O�N�L��

When a particle goes outside the image
borders� i�e� exits from the vector �eld� it
is marked as an invalid particle and its
position is not more considered�

After updating the positions of all parti�
cles� the pixels of the output texture af�
fected by each streakline must be com�
puted� The color of a pixel a�ected from
a particle depends on the local vorticity�
In order to assign a color� we map the
vorticity values as they were the compo�
nent H of the HLS color system where L

and S are �xed and only H can change�
Blue tones correspond to low vorticities�
green tones to medium vorticities� and red
tones to high vorticities� in order to ob�
tain a smooth transition between di�er�
ent level of vorticities� a logarithmic scale
is adopted�

Each particle released from the �rst set
of points �the fix pts	 can a�ect a pixel
of the output texture� independently of
the vorticity values �i�e� a color is as�
signed even if the local vorticity is lower
than the threshold	� on the other hand�
only when the local vorticity is greater
than the threshold a color is assigned to
a pixel a�ected from particles belonging
to streaklines starting from the other in�
sertion points �the ins pts that are not
fix pts	� In this way� the level of detail
grows where the �eld is most signi�cant�

A simple two�dimensional array can be
used in order to e�ectively manage the
particles� The index of row denotes the
insertion points while the index of column
indicates the time steps� Each element of
the array can be a record which stores the
information about a particle released at a
time step� When the number of particles
released from an insertion point is equal to
the streakline length the index of column
is set to zero� in this way the information
about the new particle will overwrite the
oldest one�

It is worth to denote that the streaklines
are computed for all insertion points� but
a set of them is visualized only where a
higher level of detail is required from �eld
characteristics� Another approach could



dynamically vary the number of insertion
points according to the local vorticity val�
ues� This could be e�ective for a slow
evolution of a vector �eld since there is
a delay in frames �equal to the streakline
length	 to fully compute the streaklines�
This drawback could not be negligible for
highly unsteady ows�

� EXAMPLES AND RESULTS

The frame shown in Fig� � has been com�
puted also for adaptive streaklines and it
is reported in Fig� �� the important re�
gions are more e�ectively denoted respect
to streamlines and non adaptive streak�
lines�

Further we present other two examples�
In the �rst example� we visualize the
ow �eld corresponding to the natural
development of a spatially evolving two�
dimensional laminar mixing layer� A mix�
ing layer originates in the merge of two
parallel streams� each with a uniform ve�
locity U� and U� �U� � U�	� both assumed
in the same direction� During its devel�
opment in the streamwise direction� the
vorticity� initially possessed by the layer�
undergoes to a redistribution in space�
This evolution is made up of two distinct
phases� During the �rst phase� the mixing
layer rolls up into periodic structures with
a characteristic length of the same order
of the mixing layer thickness� The second
phase is a result of a further instability
leading to a pairing of the periodic struc�
tures� with a dramatic increase of the mix�
ing layer thickness� The two�dimensional
ow �eld has been computed by numerical
simulation of the Navier�Stokes equations
for an incompressible uid� The resulting
ow �eld is unsteady and characterized by
coherent structures of concentrated vortic�
ity�

A frame �of a sequence of eighty time
steps	 is shown in Fig� �� the left pic�

Figure �
 The example shown in
Fig� � computed by adaptive streak�
lines�

ture is obtained by non adaptive streak�
lines� on the other hands� the right �gure
by the proposed methodology� The adap�
tive streakline visualization signi�cantly
enhances the details of the complex vorti�
cal structure inside the shear layer� point�
ing out the presence of travelling vortex
cores and the regions of entrained uid�
The number of ins pts is equal to ��
of the total �Xres�Yres	 by using adaptive
streaklines� while the number of fix pts

is equal to ��� of the ins pts� For
non adaptive streaklines� the number of
ins pts has been decreased to �� in or�
der to avoid an excessive density of traces
in areas where local vorticity values are
low�

In the second example� we visualize the
ow �eld past a backward facing step�
The typical ow pattern displays the for�
mation of a separated ow past the step
edge� as well as the emergence of reat�
tached ow downstream� on the lower
wall� For an incoming laminar boundary
layer at Reynolds number of ���� the ow
�eld is unsteady
 an important part of the
recirculating uid behind the step is peri�
odically shed� and large vortical structures
ow downstream along the wall� The



Figure �
 Rolling up of laminar mixing layer�

Figure �
 Vortex shedding past a backward facing step �laminar ow� Re����	�

phenomenon is characterized by a com�
plex vortex dynamics which is revealed
by the present visualization technique� A
frame �of a sequence of ��� time steps	 is
shown in Fig� �� the second picture has
been obtained by using adaptive streak�
lines� It is possible to recognize the re�
gion formed by the shedding shear layer�
due to a Kelvin�Helmholtz instability of
the separated boundary layer� from the
above almost irrotational uid� For the
second example the ins pts are equal to
�� of the total �both for adaptive and non
adaptive streaklines	 and the fix pts are
���� Since the areas having low vorticity
values are just a few parts of the image�
the two approaches �adaptive and non
adaptive	 presents a very similar behav�
ior� but adaptive streaklines better char�
acterize instabilities and structures of the
ow �eld�

The two examples have got a resolution
respectively of
 ��� x ��� and ��� x ��

pixels� both visualizations have been com�
puted on a ��� MHz DEC alpha worksta�
tion needing ���� seconds for the �rst ex�
ample ���� fps	 and ��� seconds for the sec�
ond case ����� fps	� The entire visualiza�
tions of the proposed cases may be seen at

http���www�hipeco�polito�it�wscg������ Unfor�
tunately� optimal values for
 the threshold
T� the lenght L� the percentage of insertion
and �xed points must be found by a set of
tests� and cannot be tuned automatically�
yet�

	 CONCLUSION

An algorithm for visualizing unsteady
ows has been presented� The proposed
approach adapts the number of streaklines
traced according the local vorticity val�
ues� moreover� the highly vortical regions
are denoted by varying the colors again
according to the vorticity values� Adap�
tive streaklines allow to obtain a level of



detail dependent on the characteristics to
be visualized� This allows a better under�
standing even if each frame of the anima�
tion is analyzed singularly� The proposed
method
 does not require an input tex�
ture� its computational cost can be con�
trolled by the number of insertion points�
can be easily implemented� and it does not
su�er of lacking of temporal coherence be�
tween frames�

Future work will be aimed to
 �nd met�
ric rules to automatically set both thresh�
old value and number of insertion points
which are experimentally tuned in this pa�
per� and extend this algorithm for �D ap�
plications�
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